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Storylines for unprecedented heatwaves
based on ensemble boosting

E. M. Fischer 1 , U. Beyerle 1, L. Bloin-Wibe 1, C. Gessner1, V. Humphrey1,
F. Lehner 2,3,4, A. G. Pendergrass 2,3, S. Sippel 1,5, J. Zeder 1 & R. Knutti 1

Recent temperature extremes have shattered previously observed records,
reaching intensities that were inconceivable before the events. Could the
possibility of an event with such unprecedented intensity as the 2021 Pacific
Northwest heatwave have been foreseen, based on climatemodel information
available before the event? Could the scientific community have quantified its
potential intensity based on the current generation of climate models? Here,
we demonstrate how an ensemble boosting approach can be used to generate
physically plausible storylines of a heatwavehotter thanobserved in the Pacific
Northwest. We also show that heatwaves of much greater intensities than ever
observed are possible in other locations like the Greater Chicago and Paris
regions. In order to establish confidence in storylines of ‘black swan’-type
events, different lines of evidence need to be combined along with process
understanding to make this information robust and actionable for
stakeholders.

Parts of western North America experienced a heatwave in late June
20211–11 (Fig. 1a, b) that many thought was impossible based on
observations prior to the event. In Lytton, Canada, temperatures
peaked at 49.6 °C. Thereby, the heatwave (hereafter referred to as the
Pacific Northwest, or PNW, heatwave) broke the area-average daily
maximum temperature record by about 4.8 °C based on ERA5 reana-
lysis, with temperatures peaking unusually early in the summer for a
period of 4-5 days (Fig. 1a). Likewise, in 2022 a series of all-time tem-
perature records were broken by large margins: examples include
record-breaking seasonal average temperatures in large parts of
China12,13 and daily maximum temperatures in Greater London14 and
Sacramento, California15. For the Pacific Northwest heatwave, widely
used methods to estimate stationary return periods based on the
observational record up to the year before would imply that such an
event had an infinite return period, i.e., that it would never happen
(Fig. 1c). Even when taking into account the non-stationarity of a
warming climate, the exceedance probability would be zero or nearly
zero depending on the estimation of the confidence intervals (Fig. 1d,
see Methods), on the duration of the event (Fig. S1) and whether the
event itself is included in the fit3,6,8. Given the exceptional intensity of

the event16, some media outlets and scientists raised the questions
whether heat extremes intensify faster than previously projected
based on climate models, or whether current generations of climate
models miss crucial processes and are thus unable to even reproduce
such an event17–20.

Could the possibility for a heatwave of such unprecedented
intensity in today’s climate have been foreseen, based on climate
model information available before the event? Specifically, if the
authorities of the province of British Columbia or the state of
Washington had asked for an estimate of an extreme 5-day heatwave,
could the scientific community have foreseen the potential for such an
event based on the current generation of climate models? The short
answer, as shown here, is yes, but we are only beginning to tap into the
potential of the tools being developed tomake this information robust
and accessible.

There are numerous ways to develop storylines21,22, or tales of
future weather23, to quantify the potential intensity of events unpre-
cedented in the observational record. These include statistical
approaches based on observations such as non-stationary return per-
iod estimates8,24–26 and Statistical Weather Generators27. Furthermore,
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climatemodel-based approaches use ensembles of fully coupledmulti-
model projections, single model initial condition large ensembles28,29

as well as combinations of the two by using model-based rare event
sampling algorithms30,31 and typicality analyses based on Large Devia-
tion Theory32–34. In addition, initialized hindcast ensembles for weekly
to seasonal predictions35–39 have been used.

Testing ensemble boosting for the PNW heatwave
Here we demonstrate the potential of a new model-based approach
(hereafter referred to as ensemble boosting, previously introduced for
a pre-industrial climate40,41 and similar to the re-initialization approach
used in ref. 42) to develop storylines for unprecedented extreme
heatwaves. We probe ensemble boosting on the example of the 2021
PNW heatwave and apply it to develop heatwave storylines for the
Greater Chicago and Paris regions. Our approach is a computationally
efficient method to generate coherent physical event trajectories, or
storylines, based on model re-initializations with random round-off
perturbed atmospheric initial conditions days to weeks before the
greatest heatwave anomalies in large ensembles (see details below).

To explore whether CESM2 can reproduce an event of the inten-
sity of the 2021 heatwave, we first analyze a 30-member initial condi-
tion large ensemble run for the period 2005–2035 (historical and SSP3-
7.0 forcing). In this set of simulations, we find at least five heatwaves
(Fig. 2) occurring between June and August in the model years 2007,
2017, 2031 and two events in 2033 in different members over the PNW
region with maximum 5-day temperature (hereafter Tx5day) anoma-
lies comparable to the observed event. When taking the seasonal cycle

into account (Fig. 2b), only Event D reaches the 5-day anomaly relative
to the climatological seasonal cycle (1981–2010) of the 2021 PNW
heatwave (Fig. 2b). When further accounting for the fact that the
model slightly overestimates the year-to-year variability compared to
ERA5, none of the events quite reaches the standardized anomaly of
the 2021 heatwave (Fig. 2c). Thus, 930 model years (30 ensemble
members for 31 years) are in this case insufficient to sample events of
the observed extreme magnitude.

In the following, we address the question whether the free-
running coupled model can, in principle, reproduce even the stan-
dardized anomaly during the first half of the summer as observed in
2021. Because runningmanymore transient initial condition ensemble
members is prohibitively expensive, here we use the proposed
ensemble boosting method. In ensemble boosting the model is re-
initialized with atmospheric conditions randomly perturbed by tiny
changes 5 days to about 3 weeks before the maximum heatwave
anomaly (see Methods). We generate storylines for Events A–E illu-
strated in Fig. 2a byproducing at least 100ensemblemembers for each
lead time. Since members are generated by only imposing round-off
perturbations to the atmosphere (see setup illustrated in Fig. 3), each
trajectory of the boosted ensemble can be interpreted to be an alter-
native realization (or twin) of the unperturbed reference simulation
that could have occurred by chance.

Figure 3a illustrates the boosting for two different lead times for
heatwave Event C. Ensemble boosting yields individual realizations with
heatwave anomalies that substantially exceed the corresponding
simulated unperturbed reference event. Particularly for an intermediate
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Fig. 1 | Characteristics of the 2021 Pacific Northwest (PNW) heatwaves. a Daily
maximum temperatures averaged over the PNW (45°N-52°N and 119°W-123°W,
highlighted as black box in (b)). Gray shows 1950–2020 and light red 2021 based on
ERA5 reanalysis. The 5 hottest days analyzed in this study are highlighted in dark
red. b Daily maximum temperature anomaly during the hottest 5-day period
(highlighted in (a)) during the 2021 heatwave relative to the 1981–2010 average.
c Stationary GEV fit to annual 5-day maximum temperatures (Tx5day) over

1950–2020 (see Methods), with best estimate statistical upper bound of 33.6 °C)
and as red line the 2021 heatwave. d Time series of (blue line) annual 5-day max-
imum temperatures and as red line the 2021 heatwave anomaly. (Dark gray and
violet line) return levels based on non-stationary GEV fit (Maximum Likelihood
Estimate andBayesian estimate, respectively) to 1950–2020 using smoothed global
mean temperature as covariate for location and scale parameters (see Methods,
corresponding figures for 1-day maxima are shown in Fig. S1).
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lead time (of about 12 days before the event, black lines and gray range
in Fig. 3a), the intensity and frequency of exceedance of the respective
Event C is largest. For longer lead times (more than 14 days) the spread
induced by the perturbation before the onset of the event becomes
large and most members do not reach the anomaly (Fig. 3a, light gray
range). For too short lead times (<7 days), the ensemble spread is small,
andmembers exceed the peak of the event only marginally if at all (see
also Fig. S2 for all lead times). The five most extreme members exceed
the maximum heatwave intensity of corresponding Event C by an
additional 2.5 °C (Fig. 2b). Given the bounded shape of extreme value
distributions of heat anomalies, this amplification corresponds to a very
large difference in terms of return periods (see quantification of return
period amplification below).

For Events A, B, D and E, individual members of the boosted
ensemble also substantially exceed the corresponding unperturbed
events by 1.1–4.5 °C (Fig. 2b). Boosting yields the smallest amplification
for the most extreme unperturbed Event D, and the largest amplifi-
cation for the smallest unperturbed Events A and E. While the ampli-
fication at the peak time of the unperturbed Event A is comparable to
the other events, some members generate an extreme second heat-
wave about two weeks later (Fig. 3c). This second heatwave in early
July, only a few days later than the 2021 heatwave, reaches the highest

standardized anomaly (5σ) and exceeds all other simulated heatwaves
in June and July as well as the observed 2021 standardized heatwave
anomaly (Fig. 2c). The highest absolute anomaly (19.3 °C) is reached in
a boosted member of Event E in very late summer (Fig. 2a, b).

The heatwave amplification through boostingmay also be limited
by the ensemble size. However, on average the gain from producing
additional members becomes increasingly smaller and for instance in
the example of Event B and C (Fig. 3b) leads to a 0.1 °C intensification
when increasing the ensemble size from 100 to 500 members for a
given lead time, as it becomes increasingly harder to sample extremes
of even higher intensity30. In addition, we also tested perturbing the
most extreme boosted members again one day after the initial per-
turbation by producing 100 members of what we refer to as ‘iterative
boosting’. This iterative boosting approachallows to generate an event
that is larger by another 0.2 °C (Fig. 3b) and is a promising direction to
develop storylines for more persistent or intense events.

While no event in 930 model years of the unperturbed ensemble
reached the standardized anomaly of the observed 2021 heatwave,
ensemble boosting demonstrates that CESM2 can reproduce events of
even larger magnitude than observed. All maximum boosted heat-
waves exceed the absolute anomaly and4of 5 exceed the standardized
anomaly of the 2021 PNW heatwave (Fig. 2). Likewise, individual
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Fig. 2 | Model-based storylines of the 2021 Pacific Northwest (PNW) heatwave.
a 5-day running mean of daily maximum temperature (Tx5day) anomaly during
(black solid) 2021 PNW heatwave (ERA5), as well as simulated (dashed colors)
unperturbed reference events, and (solid colors) maximum boosted event anom-
aly, respectively. Anomalies are expressed relative to the climatological mean
seasonal cycle. The seasonal cycle (black dashed) and the interannual variability of

Tx5day (+/− 2 standard deviations shown as light gray range, and +4 standard
deviations shown as dotted line) are calculated across the period 1981–2010 in 10
historicalCESM2 simulations.bMaximumTx5day residual anomalies relative to the
seasonal cycle for the five largest boosted members (solid lines) and (dashed line)
the corresponding unperturbed reference event. c Same as (b) but Tx5day for
standardized anomalies.
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members of the boosted event ensembles also reach or exceed the
absolute and standardized 1-day maximum temperature anomaly of
the observed heatwave (Fig. S3).

The exact lead time at which the perturbation yields the most
pronounced amplification of the heatwave anomaly is case dependent.
However, in all events it is reached in members perturbed at least
7 days before the peak of the event (Fig. S2).

Ingredients for the perfect heatwave
Because the boosted ensembles were produced with a fully coupled
free-running GCM and only selected based on the local Tx5day
anomaly over the PNW region (box in Fig. 4a), the underlying physical
mechanisms should not necessarily be expected to be the same as in
the observed event. Nevertheless, all reference Events A–E as well as
the most extreme boosted members show a very similar temporal
evolution of the heatwave anomaly (Fig. S4) with a fast build-up before
and decay after the peak intensity of the event, similar to the observed
2021 event, which is consistent with a previous study on the 2021

heatwave using Large Deviation Theory32. The good agreement of the
temporal evolution is not necessarily a consequence of the selectionof
a 5-daymaximum anomaly, which could also be associated with a slow
build-up characteristic for other regions43. Furthermore, all of themost
extreme boosted members for events A–E share a similar spatial
anomaly pattern featuring a heat anomaly all along the Pacific coast, as
well as a cold or only weak warm anomaly downstream across parts of
the southern US as observed (Fig. 4). The associated 500hPa geopo-
tential height anomalies in all boosted events are similar to the ERA5
reanalysis with pronounced local anticyclonic anomalies11,44,45 that are
part of a hemispheric wave pattern across the mid-latitudes1,6,9. This
wave pattern, which has been documented for previous
heatwaves46–48, includes an upstream low over the Aleutian or some-
what south of it (Fig. 4a) and pronounced additional anticyclonic
anomalies over the North Atlantic and Eurasia at varying locations
(Fig. S5a, l). The geopotential height anomaly in the boostedmembers
shows a similar time evolution, and nearly reaches or even exceeds the
intensity of the 2021 PNWheatwave (Fig. S6). Very intense anticyclonic
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Fig. 3 | Illustration of ensemble boosting approach. a 5-day running average of
daily maximum temperature (Tx5day) anomalies for (green dashed) the unper-
turbed reference Event C, and minimum to maximum ranges for the boosted
ensembles starting from different lead times, starting with a long lead time of
18 days (light gray) and anmedium lead time of 12 days (dark gray). Solid black thin
lines mark the time evolution for the 100 individual members of the boosted
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range of the larger boosting ensemble when increasing the boosted ensemble size

from 100 to 500 members and light blue the range across the members after an
iterative boosting, in which the maximum member is perturbed again a few days
later (iterative boosting). The solid blue line corresponds to the member of the
iterative boosting with the highest Tx5day anomaly. c Same as (a) but for Event A.
The ensemble range for the long lead time (16 days) is shown in light gray with the
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the maximum boosted member (solid red line).
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anomalies favor subsidence, leading to strong adiabatic heating and
cloud-free skies associated with high insolation— factors that have
been identified as drivers of numerous previous heatwaves49–54 and
were demonstrated to strongly contribute to the PNWheatwave5–7,44,45.
In addition, a detailed analysis of backward trajectories during the
PNW heatwave demonstrated that diabatic heating through con-
densation has contributed to the anomalously extreme intensity of the
event5,45.

The random round-off perturbation primarily affects the intensity
of the anticyclonic anomaly during the peak heatwave intensity, which
also contributes to the amplification of the boosted events. For all the
events analyzed here, the maximum local Z500 anomaly is highly

correlated with the peak Tx5day anomalies across members (Fig. S7).
Allmembers share the sameantecedent soilmoisture at the timeof the
perturbation so that the soil moisture anomalies are still conditioned
particularly in the lower soil layers and do not differ much across
models particularly because anticyclonic conditions are predominant
in all events. Nevertheless, one or two weeks after the re-initializations
the latent cooling starts to also differ considerably across ensemble
members.

Comparing the different events also reveals that different situa-
tions can lead to a perfect heatwave. Pronounced dry conditions in the
surface soil layer and the total soil depth, and thereby anomalously low
evaporative fraction, is found in the boosted members of Event A and
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Fig. 4 | Temperature and circulation anomaly during 2021 Pacific Northwest
(PNW) heatwave and storylines. a, c, e, g, i, k Daily maximum temperature
anomaly and (b, d, f, h, j, l) 500hPa geopotential height anomaly during the hottest

5-day period over the PNW for the (a, b) 2021 heatwave in ERA5 and (c–l) for the
maximum boosted model experiments Events A–E.
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C, a factor that has also amplified the observed 2021 event5,6. Event B,
on the other hand, followed a wet anomaly with enhanced evaporative
fraction during the event (Fig. S8), suggesting that extreme heatwave
intensities can be simulated even without very dry soils, or could be
even more pronounced following pre-conditioning soil dryness. All
Events A–E are associated with excess shortwave downward radiation
(Fig. S8) ranging between 27W/m2 and 58W/m2 relative to the seasonal
cycle. We do not quantify here the exact contribution of individual
heatwave drivers, since the sequence of processes should not be
expected to be identical in the different simulated events and the
observed event. Nevertheless, we note good agreement of both the
spatial and temporal characteristics of the large scale 500hPa geopo-
tential height anomaly (Fig. 4) and plausible physical mechanisms that
are known to have contributed to the PNW heatwave (Fig. S8).

Heatwave storylines for other regions
The ensemble boosting approach demonstrates that, given an appro-
priate method, a free-running fully coupled climate model at about 1°
horizontal resolution can reproduceheatwave intensities comparable to
the 2021 PNW heatwave. This is consistent with ref. 4, that found very
fewheatwave anomalies of the same intensitywhen sampling across any
landgridpointswith similar statistical characteristics of the temperature
distribution. Our findings imply that it could have been foreseen already
years before the 2021 PNWheatwave, that an anomaly of thismagnitude
is possible even in today’s climate (not withstanding future warming).

Here we also apply ensemble boosting to develop storylines for
potential extreme heatwaves in the US Midwest (referred to as Greater
Chicago) and western Europe (referred to as Greater Paris). Ensemble
boosting suggests that 5-day heatwave anomalies of substantially larger

intensity than observed so far are possible in today’s climate and in the
coming decade (Fig. 5). The Greater Paris region has experienced a
recent series of extreme heatwaves as part of a rapid heatwave inten-
sification trend, which is amplified by unforced or forced changes in
atmospheric circulation55. Despite these recent extreme heatwaves,
evenmore extreme heatwaves that break the existing record by 2–3 °C
are possible. For Greater Chicago, where summer maximum tempera-
ture trends over the last decades were comparatively small, ensemble
boosting suggests that heatwaves up to 6-7 °C warmer than observed
are possible (Fig. 5a, Fig. S9, Fig. S10). Thus, due to the absence of
recent large heatwaves, the Greater Chicago region has not experi-
enced anything close to themost intense heatwavepossible (evenmore
so than the PNW before 2021) according to the ensemble boosting
experiments (see Fig. S9 for standardized anomalies). Note that these
storylines are very extreme andbroadly consistentwith a recent study56

but need to be interpreted with great caution, as they are so far based
on onemodel and one type of experiment only (see Discussion below).
Since anomalies are expressed relative to the climatology 1981–2010,
uncertainty here also remains as to whether climate models can cor-
rectly represent the response todifferent forcings, includingmore local
land surface changes and short-lived forcings57, and the effect of
observed long-term changes in atmospheric circulation55 since then.
Thus, to build confidence in storylines of unseen intensities, different
approaches and lines of evidence need to be combined.

Benefits and challenges of ensemble boosting
Ensemble boosting is one of several ways to produce model-based
storylines for unprecedented extreme events. In contrast to other
approaches, the model here was not conditioned by initializing from,
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or even prescribing observed Sea Surface Temperature (SST)
anomalies3, or prescribing land properties or fluxes, nor was it forced
to reach the heatwave intensity by nudging with observed tropo-
spheric winds58.With nothingmore than a tiny randomperturbation to
the atmospheric initial conditions, individual model realizations can
generate events as hot or hotter than the 2021 PNWheatwave. Because
these perturbations are random and so small that conservation of
mass, energy and momentum is ensured up to the precision of round-
off errors, each trajectory of the boosted ensemble is a traceable and
physically consistent, alternative realization of the same simulation
that only differs by chance.

In principle, CMIP6 projections or single model initial condition
large ensembles can also be searched for very infrequent heatwaves.
However, ensemble boosting has the advantage of being much more
computationally efficient because boosted members only need to be
simulated for a fewmonths. It is thusmore efficient than increasing the
number ofmembers in a traditional large ensemble, a benefit thatmay
become even more important with increasing model resolution.

Estimating the return period of the boosted ensemblemembers is
challenging as the boosted members are not independent, and the
simulations are conditioned on the same initialization before the
event. However, fitting a GEV distribution to the Tx5day anomalies of
the underlying large ensemble (see Methods) suggests that the return
periods of the highest boosted anomalies in the PNW are at least
10–100 times higher than that of the corresponding unperturbed
events (Fig. S11). In other words, at least 10–100 timesmore traditional
ensemble members (that is 10,000 to 100,000 model years) would
have been needed to simulate an event of this intensity (which is
roughly consistent with previous model-based estimates4). The boos-
ted experiment for one event corresponds only to roughly 100–200
additionalmodel years. In summary, we generated extreme events at a
computational cost 80–98% lower than what would have been
requiredwith traditional large ensemblemethods.When probing even
higher intensities or using iterative boosting with more iterations, the
gain in computational efficiency relative to simply increasing the
ensemble size of initial condition ensembles can become even larger.
Future work needs to elucidate the trade-off between boosting a few
very extreme events many times versus boosting many moderate
events fewer times, as well as understand (or predict) which precursor
conditions (around the time of re-initialization) cause high ensemble
spread at the event peak and thus yield a higher potential for high-
impact events. Likewise, the effect of larger perturbations as used in
Numerical Weather Predictions can be explored; however, this may
destroy the energy conservation along the event trajectory and break
the physically sound nature of the boosted ensemble members.

In addition, hindcasts of initialized forecasting systems have been
searched for near miss events to estimate the potential intensity of
heavy precipitation events36 and heatwaves of unprecedented
intensities35,37,59. Despite of, or in fact due to, the lack of deterministic
predictability at time scales of weeks to months, these hindcast
ensembles are an attractive resource to explore forecasts that are
unrealized and thereby the potential for as yet unseen extremes. The
strength of this approach, as used in the UNSEEN project36,38,60, is that
operational ensemble forecasting systems typically run higher reso-
lution models than used here and are routinely evaluated regarding
their predictive skill, although by construction not for events of
intensity unprecedented in the observational record. On the other
hand, in contrast to ensemble boosting, hindcasts do not sample
events arising from SST conditions that have never occurred during
the hindcast period, and thereby could not represent events that
would arise from unprecedented ocean conditions. Furthermore,
given the high rate of warming in recent decades, only the last few
years of the hindcast period may be representative of the most
extreme conditions possible today and in the continuously warming
coming decades61.

One major advantage of model-based storylines (including
ensemble boosting, hindcast-based storylines, or rare event algo-
rithms combinedwith climatemodels) over statistical estimates is that
they yield trajectories that can be directly used in impact models,
which require physical consistency across space, time and variables.
Due to the bit-by-bit reproducibility of the experimental setup used
here, the ensemble boosting can even be rerun with higher temporal
frequency model output or additional output variables that may be
required for some impact studies. Furthermore, the underlying phy-
sicalmechanisms can be evaluated against themost extremeobserved
events, or analogue events in space62. On this aspect, the approach is
consistent with recent studies identifying the typicality of rare events
based on Large Deviation Theory32–34. This latter approach builds on a
thorough theoretical framework of large deviation laws in dynamical
systems, but canbe limitedby the sample size of control simulations or
large ensembles. Finally, rare event algorithms, which also represent
model-based storylines, are optimized to sampling very rare events
and have been successfully used to generate event trajectories for very
rare extremes30. In contrast to ensemble boosting, rare event algo-
rithms often start from independent initial conditions, with the
advantage that the probability of a rare event trajectory can be directly
calculated based on empirical importance sampling30,31,34. For all cli-
mate model-based approaches themodel-generated storylines rely on
a physically realistic simulation of the respective event and its drivers.
The ensemble boosting approach probed here can also be used for
large-scale extreme precipitation events or can be further extended to
an iterative approach by continuously selecting the most extreme
members for storylines of e.g., very rare long-term droughts41.

One challenge in interpreting the boosted ensemblemembers for
decision making is that return periods cannot be easily quantified as
the members are not independent samples. While their return periods
can be estimated, e.g., by fitting a GEV to the underlying initial con-
dition ensemble, they often involvemajor uncertainties (Fig. S11). Even
though the boosted events identified here are very rare, the PNW
heatwave and other record-shattering extremes demonstrated the
consequences of ignoring worst case scenarios in climate adaptation
and disaster response. Critical infrastructure, like nuclear power
plants, need to be resilient to very high return period events63, and
some events that were inconceivable in the pastmight quickly become
less rare in the near future as the climate system continues towarm26,61.
Furthermore, the uncertainty in return periods is large and the true
value could still be lower than the best estimate26. Thus, even if the
boosted events currently cannot be easily assessed in a probabilistic
way they may serve as meaningful physical climate storylines that can
be used to stress test the resilience of human systems or
ecosystems21,22,64–66.

Building confidence and ways forward
Ultimately, storylines should characterize extremes coherently, shed
light on the potential for unprecedented intensity and allow society to
prepare for and increase resilience to the potentially associated
hazards. However, even though there are now amultitude of methods
to develop such storylines, at least two major challenges remain. First,
it is challenging to identify the type and definition of unprecedented
events to look for, including the time and spatial scales, before they
happen: For example, the next major heatwave in Greater Chicago or
Parismay have time scales of 2–3weeks rather than 5 days. Looking for
the most relevant event definition is particularly challenging for
compound events, including clustering or spatially co-occurring
events67. For such events, numerous combined metrics are possible,
and it is difficult to span the space of all combinations possible that
matter for specific stakeholders. Identifying relevant event definitions
requires a close and iterative dialogue between stakeholders and
adaptation experts, as well as impact modelers and climate scientists.
On a positive note, somedecisions needed to prepare for, and increase
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resilience to, unseen events may be similar for somewhat shorter or
longer events. Moreover, ensemble boosting may help shed light on
plausible combinations of physical drivers that determine high-impact
spatially compounding events, and may in this way help increase
awareness and resilience to unseen combinations of spatially or tem-
porally compounding events.

Second, it may be challenging to demonstrate plausibility and
convince decision makers to take action and invest in potential pre-
paredness for a model-based storyline that suggests an event with
intensities completely off the observational chart and potentially even
outside the confidence interval of simple GEV fits to observations, like
in the heatwave storylines shown above. A storyline of the 2021 PNW
heatwave based on our findings here in the years before the eventmay
have not been deemed plausible and likewise the Greater Chicago and
Paris storylines need to be further scrutinized.

Building confidence in the plausibility of unprecedented events
may ultimately be most effective through the use of different lines of
evidence65. Such lines of evidence include different model-based
storyline approaches, such as ensemble boosting, initialized forecast
and hindcast ensembles, initial condition large ensembles, or physi-
cally interpreting and understanding combinations of worst-case
contributing processes40. These storylines can be combined with
other approaches, such as rare event sampling30,31, or analysis of ana-
logues in space having occurred in other locations, or analogues in
time68. Finally, climate model experiments can be used to change the
boundary conditions and quantify how such events would unfold in
the climate of today or the near future58. For all storyline approaches,
process understanding will be key to build confidence; as well as
relating to earlier, but moremoderate events, or near-miss events that
had limited impacts due to small exposure of population or assets.
Alternatively, historical archives, documentary evidence or evenpaleo-
archives may serve as an alternative line of evidence69,70. If different
lines of evidence suggest similar event intensities, it will be sub-
stantially easier to convince stakeholders of the need to prepare for
events of unseen intensities.

We argue that the climate community should strive for coordi-
nated efforts to develop and compare different storyline approaches
for a set of definitions of unprecedented extreme events, for instance
through a comparison of the multiple methods discussed above for a
selected set of events. Such a comparison would allow for rigorously
evaluating the strength andweaknesses of these approaches and build
confidence. Ultimately, the storyline approach should help us foresee
the potential for unprecedented, low-probability but possible events,
and increase resilience before and not only after thefirst occurrenceof
a record-shattering extreme.

Methods
Single model initial condition large ensemble (SMILE)
We start our analysis from a 30-member CESM2 initial condition large
ensemble run for the period 2005–2035, forced with historical forcing
in 2005–2014 and SSP3-7.0 in 2015–2035, corresponding to a total of
930 model years. In 2005 the simulations have been initialized from a
transient historical simulation by inducing a round-off perturbation in
the atmospheric initial conditions. The spread in high frequency
variability over extratropical land rapidly increases and saturates
within months, even though the variability in the ocean and potential
deeper soil layer may still not be fully independent. If anything, this
would make our estimates of the most extreme anomalies con-
servative as it would lead to less extreme events in the firstmodel year.

Anomalies are here expressed relative to the period 1981–2010
calculated from an average of 10 historical CESM2 simulations initi-
alized from different ocean initial conditions in 1850. Anomalies are
expressed relative to the seasonal cycle of 5-day runningmean of daily
maximum temperatures averaged across the period 1981–2010 and
across the 10 historical simulations. The respective seasonal cycle is

illustrated as dashed black line in Fig. 2. The year-to-year variability in
Fig. 2 is calculated as the standard deviation across the 5-day running
centered on a given summer day across all 30 years 1981–2010 and
across all 10 historical model members.

We select five heatwaves over the PNW that rank among themost
anomalous area average 5-day temperature departures (referred to as
Tx5day) from the mean seasonal cycle 1981–2010. The five events A–E
occur in model years 2007, 2017, 2031 and two events in 2033 in
different ensemble members. The most extreme Tx5day anomaly
occurs in 2007, so even though the background climate is warming
between 2005–2035 the most extreme events are not all clustered at
the very end of the period. The Events A–E are selected to cover the
whole summer season from early June to August.

For the Greater Chicago and Paris region the same ensemble was
used to select the three most extreme Tx5day anomalies using the
sameevent definition as above. Themost extremeevents in theGreater
Paris region occur in themodel years 2016, 2028 and 2030, and for the
Greater Chicago region in the model years 2026, 2029, 2030.

Ensemble boosting setup
Ensemble boosting is performed by re-initializing CESM2 between
about 5–21 days (here referred to as lead time) before the reference
Tx5day anomaly of the corresponding unperturbed events A–E. A new
boosted ensemble is produced for each lead time between 5 and
21 days (see Fig. S2). Bit-by-bit reproducibility on the high-
performance computing environment ensures that an extreme
event, which is part of an existing long simulation can be exactly
reproduced and that perturbed ensembles can be produced for the
corresponding events with different lead times. At the time of the
initialization the specific humidity q is randomly perturbed at each
gridpoint in the order of 10−13 to generate 100–500ensemblemembers
for each lead time, i.e., for each day. The global average of the per-
turbation is equal to zero. The perturbation is selected to be as small as
possible to ensure thatmass, energy andmomentumare conserved up
to the precision of a round-off error. After this initial perturbation the
fully coupled model is run freely for about 60 days. The ensemble
spread is very small in the first few days and then rapidly grows
(Fig. S2). A much larger perturbation would lead to a somewhat faster
growth of the ensemble spread but would violate the conservation of
mass and energy. To test the sensitivity to the ensemble size, the
number of members is increased to 500 for Events B and C. Further-
more, for Events B and C also an iterative boosting experiment is
performed, in which the member that yields the highest Tx5day of all
boosted member is perturbed again 100 times one day after the initial
perturbation. The perturbation is initially so small that the spread
across members only slowly grows for 4–5 days but then substantially
increases thereafter. Figure S2 illustrates the growth of the ensemble
spread for the different lead times for every individual Event A–E.
Figure S2 further shows that the growth of the ensemble range also
depends on the corresponding meteorological conditions.

The ensemble boosting method40,41 is similar to the re-
initialization method used for generating extreme rainfall storylines42

and one of many methods proposed in the scientific literature to
develop storylines and estimate very extreme events. Other climate
model-basedmethods include the useof initialized ensemble forecasts
from weekly to seasonal time scales, such as used in the UNSEEN
approach35,36,38,42,60. Other approaches include the use of Rare Event
Sampling30,31 and Large Deviation Theory32–34,71 in combination with
using idealizedmodeling frameworks or GCMs to sample and quantify
very rare climate events.

Method for GEV estimation
Return periods for the PNW heatwave are estimated for absolute
Tx5day (Fig. 1c, d), Tx5day anomalies (Fig. S1c, d) and annual 1-day
maxima (TXx, Fig. S1a, b) based on area average temperature across
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the PNW region from ERA5 (1951–2020). Return periods are calculated
using the R-package “extRemes”72 and their sensitivities to methodo-
logical choices are tested by using different approaches. To illustrate
what return periods would be gained from a stationary fit, ignoring the
trend in global mean temperatures, a Bayesian method is used to
estimate the respective parameters of the stationary GEV distribution
and bootstrapping is used to estimate the corresponding 95% con-
fidence intervals. In the non-stationary estimates shown in panels
Fig. 1d and Fig. S1b, d, the GEV parameters are estimated using the
5-year running mean of Global Surface Air Temperature (GSAT) from
ERA5 as a covariate for the location parameter. The estimations of
parameters and confidence intervals are sensitive to methodological
choices, and therefore twomethods are illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1.
The widely used Maximum Likelihood Estimate with symmetric con-
fidence intervals is shown in dark and light gray and suggests that the
2021 PNWheatwave had a return periodmuch higher than 1000 years.
Estimating the GEV parameters with a Bayesian method (dark violet)
and quantifying the associated non-symmetric confidence interval
with bootstrapping yields that the 2021 PNWwaswithin the confidence
interval of a 1000-year event.

In order to roughly approximate the returnperiods of theboosted
ensemble in Fig. S11 we used 5-yr block maxima of Tx5d anomalies
calculated from the 30-member CESM2 initial condition covering the
period 2005–2035. Block sizes of 5-year can be used here because
the sample size is much larger, and a block size of 5-yr has been found
to be a good compromise between size of blocks that ensures that the
extreme tail is sampled and number of blocks. The GEV parameters
are estimated using a Bayesian method and 95% confidence intervals
are estimated through bootstrapping.
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